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BUILDING THE COMMUNITY’S VOICE

AUTUMN CARNIVAL!!

Lighting Sharrow’s Darkened Streets
by Rachel Cosens

Inside

On Saturday 2nd November the roads glowed in the darkness as the Sharrow Autumn Carnival took to the streets. The party
paraded through the neighbourhood to the sounds of samba, danced in the dusk, and welcomed one and all to Highfield
Adventure Playground where families from all corners of the Earth came together to eat, drink, and have moonlit fun. Read
more on pages 8-9.
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Views expressed in Sharrow Today are not necessarily those of Sharrow Community Forum.

Contact Sharrow Community Forum on 0114 250 8384.
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Sharrow and Abbeydale Community Contacts
The Councillors for the Sharrow and Nether Edge Ward are:

Other Useful contact details

What do I do if large waste items have been dumped near
Tel: 07583 018289 (mobile) me? Phone Streets Ahead to report it on 0114 273 4567
0114 273 5380 (Town Hall)
Who do I contact to get litter removed from my street? If it is
blue bins or black bins in the street then call Veolia, if it is flyThe regular Labour councillors’ surgeries are on:
tipping then Streets ahead on 0114 273 4567
1st Saturday of the month from 11.00 am until 12.00 at Dalton
How can I help the regular litter picking team in Sharrow? See
Court Community Centre, 2 Dalton Court, Sheffield, S8 0YU.
the Sheffield Litter Pickers Facebook Page and look out for
The centre is located off Abbeydale Road. No appointment
posters about monthly Sharrow Litter Picks that you can join in
needed.
Strip the Willow or the Old Junior School noticeboard and in
2nd Saturday of the month between 12.00 and 1.00 pm at
many other places.
Highfield Library, London Road, Sheffield S2 4NF. No appointWho should I contact about any vermin / pests in /or near my
ment needed.
house? Contact Environmental Protection on 0114 273 4567
How do I report anti-social behaviour in my local area? Phone
Cllr Peter Garbutt(Green Party)		
Tel: 0114 27 35380
101 to report it. If there is immediate danger phone 999. You
can also make reports online at https://www.reportingcrime.
Email: Peter.Garbutt@councillor.sheffield.gov.uk
uk/. You can also volunteer to help the police on www.southCllr Alison Teal (Green Party)		
Tel: 07500765419 (mobile) yorkshire.police.uk/content/volunteer-vacancies
Email: alison.teal@sheffield.gov.uk
0114 273 5380 (Town Hall) My neighbours are really noisy – what can I do about it?
Phone 101 to report it. If it is ongoing phone 0114 273 4567
The regular Green Party councillor’s surgery is on:
and speak to environmental protection
3rd Saturday of the month between 10.30 and 11.30 am at
I’d like to help at the Autumn Carnival: email vicki@igniteimHighfield Library, London Road, Sheffield S2 4NF. No appointaginations.org.uk / dawn@sharrowcf.org.uk
ment needed.
I’d like to help with Sharrow Festival: email Colin Havard at
cjhavard@gmail.com
Paul Blomfield is the MP for Sheffield Central ward, which cov- I want to help improve Mount Pleasant Park– how do I do
ers Sharrow.
that? Join the Friends of Mount Pleasant Park Group. See the
Friends of Mount Pleasant Park Facebook page for more inforHe can be contacted on 0114 272 2882 or via paul.blomfield.
mation.
mp@parliament.uk His consituency office is Unit 4, Edmund
Road Business Centre, 135 Edmund Road, Sheffield S2 4ED. His I live on the Lansdowne Estate and want to know more about
what’s going on there: Contact the Lansdowne TARA on
website is www.paulblomfield.co.uk.
Lansdowne.tara@yahoo.com
Regular surgeries are held on: 4th Friday of each month between 4.00 -5.00pm and 2nd Saturday of each month (except I run a business in the Abbeydale Road area and I’d like to
work with others to improve the local economy and address
April and Dec) between 9.30-10.30am. Please tel. 0114 272
issues affecting local businesses: Join Abbeydale Retail Com2882 frst to check the dates and book your appointment.
munity (voluntary group) email abbeydaleretail@gmail.com
Cllr Jim Steinke (Labour)		
Email: jim.steinke@sheffield.gov.uk

Ask Adrian the
Caretaker for his
views on all the
issues you care
about.
Send questions to:
adrian@sharrowcf.org.uk

to see your problems
solved in the next issue!
Hi Adrian

Hi Sally

With Christmas just
around the corner, what
is your view on Advent
Calendars?

I know kids love them
as they count down to
Christmas Day, but personally I think their days
are numbered.

Sally from Sharrow.

Adrian
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Sharrow Community Forum

Sharrow Community
Chest Grants
By Sharrow Community Forum

Community Chest Grant
Programme
Round 2 now open.

Deadline for applications is 16th December 2019

Community groups in the
Sharrow area are being invited
to apply for small amounts of
grant funding to make a big
impact in the local community!

recipients
have
included
groups doing litter picks in
the local area, street parties,
theatre groups, and children’s
activities.

The Community Chest grant is designed to support small groups working in and
around the Sharrow area. The grant programme will run for 3 years, starting in 2019
and ending in 2021.

Sharrow Community Forum has
opened the second round of
their Community Chest Grants
programme which is able to
provide funding for projects
and activities taking place in
Sharrow.

Groups do not need to have
adopted a formal constitution,
but do need to have at least
3 active members and an
income of less than £10,000
per year.

Groups do not have to be constituted to apply. Applicants must be able to
demonstrate that the group consists of at least three active members, and have an
income of less than £10,000 a year

Projects must involve local
people, or have a clear
benefit to our community, so if
your group could make great
use of up to £500 then check
it out.

The deadline for applications is
16th December 2019, so could
this be the perfect Christmas
present for your local group?

The Community Chest Grants
Programme will run until 2021,
so even if your group is not
Further information is available ready to receive grant funding
by visiting www.sharrowcf.org. yet you may not have missed
uk or calling into reception at the opportunity.
the Old Junior School site on
Look out for further calls for
South View Road.
applications in future editions
Previous
successful
grant of Sharrow Today.

There are will be two grant rounds per year, with two grants of up to
£250 and one grant of up to £500 being awarded in each round.

The grants are for:
 Activities which involve people from the local area (Sharrow, Abbeydale,
Lowfield, Nether Edge)
 Activities which take place in the local area
 Activities which have clear benefit to people in the local area
We are particularly interested in supporting groups that want to build community
involvement, community voice, confidence and skills.
Examples of what grants can be used for:
 Paying rent for a space for a group of people to meet regularly
 Training for group members
 Equipment or materials for an event or activity
 A group outing or visit
For more information and to pick up an application form please visit reception at
the Old Junior School, or visit the Sharrow Community Forum website:
www.sharrowcf.org.uk

Annual General Meeting
By Sharrow Community Forum

join the Trustee Board where you informal enquiries prior to the
will be able to have a say in the AGM, so if you are interested then
future direction and strategy of do get in touch.
the organisation.
Members are also able to join the
Sharrow Community Forum has Board throughout the year, so if
long-established roots in the you are interested but cannot
It will be an opportunity to meet community and operates for the make the AGM this doesn’t stop
some of the staff, Trustees and benefit of the local people.
your future involvement.
members, as well as learning a
little more about some of their SCF is always looking to broaden Trustee positions at Sharrow
current and future projects. The the skills and experience at its Community Forum, as with
AGM is also an opportunity to disposal and they would welcome most charities, are unpaid, but
Sharrow
Community
Forum’s
Annual General Meeting (AGM)
will take place on Tuesday 10th
December 2019 (5.15- 7.15pm)
so please pop that date into your
diaries.

becoming a Trustee of a charity
can be a hugely rewarding
experience, and allows you a
greater say in the decisions,
plans, and projects affecting your
community.
To find out more about becoming
a Trustee of Sharrow Community
Forum visit www.sharrowcf.org.uk .
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Community

Things to make and do: classes in our area
With so much going on in and
around the Sharrow area,
we wanted to highlight just a
few of the classes, workshops,
activities and opportunities
available to people of all ages,
right here on your doorstep...
What: Lishi Tai Chi
Since 2012, teacher Lucie
Williams has taught a Chinese
system of Taoist exercise called
Lishi to the residents of Sharrow
and Highfield.
At Lucie’s classes you will learn Yin
exercises such as Tao breathing,
Taoist Yoga, Tai Chi & cultivating
Qi Gong; Yang exercises such as
internal kung fu, self-defence &
dynamic movement forms. Yin
and Yang represents the Taoist
philosophy that all opposites in
the world are deeply intertwined
and interconnected, and the
relationship between the two is a
dynamic balance.

What: Craftaway - Craft and Chat Group
Everyone is welcome, bring a craft project or just come and
talk about something crafty. They are a friendly inclusive
group so come and say hello. No special skills required, just
an interest in anything crafty - knitting, crochet, sewing, rug
making etc! Whatever takes your fancy.
Where: Old School Cafe, Old Junior School, South View Road,
Sheffield S7 1DB
When: Every Thursday from 1.00 pm to 3.00 pm
How much: FREE!
What: Coffee Morning Drop-in
What: Easy Street Tots
Open access coffee morning including free Fun drama classes for children aged 3-7 years.
breakfast and a weekly activity or theme.
Classes are 45 minutes long, 3 pm is for ages 3 - 4
All welcome.
and 4 pm is age 5 - 7. All tutors are fully insured and
DBS checked.
Where: Highfield Adventure
Playground
Where: Sharrow Community Forum, Old Junior
School, South View Road, Sheffield S7 1DB
When: Friday mornings 9am - 11:30am
When: Friday afternoons at 3pm and 4pm
How much: FREE!

Together
these
exercises
compliment one another to
make up the system of Lishi, and
embody students who practise
with an enhanced understanding
of Taoist philosophy.

Where:
Space

Highfield

When: Thursday
7.30pm

Community
evenings

at

How much: 4 week courses cost
£30 including videos to use at
home.

What: Abbeydale French - Conversation Club
If you already have some basic knowledge of
French, why not brush up your conversational
skills by joining this small, friendly, self-help group.
Where: Sharrow Community Forum, Old Junior
School, Sharrow Lane.

What: Tango School
Learn to dance the Tango in these personal sessions.

When: Tuesday evenings 7.30 to 9.00pm.

Where: Medium Hall at the Old Junior School,
Sharrow Lane.

How much: £2.00 per session.

When: Mondays at 7.30pm
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Made in Sharrow

Making Christmas Extra Special
An interview with Made in Sharrow’s Chris Jarratt - reprinted with kind permission from Now Then Magazine

Tell us a bit about Made in Sharrow and who’s involved.
Made in Sharrow is a community-led CNC workshop run by Sharrow
Community Forum, which works to improve the Sharrow neighbourhood and the lives of local people. We aim to introduce our community to the joys of designing and making high-quality creations
together, supporting skills development and wellbeing.
All income from Made in Sharrow sales goes back into running the
workshops and providing low-cost or free workshop activities for disadvantaged members of our community.
You’ve got some festive family making workshops coming up. What
can people get involved with?
Christmas making activities for 2019 include making either a stunning
bird box or children’s play toolset - perfect festive projects which
families can enjoy together, or grown-ups can come alone and
keep their beautiful, handmade projects secret until the big day.
Each workshop includes festive refreshments and an artisan product
(made by you!) to take home. The workshops include CNC cutting
demonstrations, finishing and assembly techniques. All profits go
towards supporting community groups to use the workshop for educational and therapeutic purposes.
When and where are the festive workshops happening? And who are
they for?
They are all taking place in the Made In Sharrow Workshop at Sharrow Community Forum, Old Junior School, South View Road, S7 1DB.
Anyone aged 8+ is welcome. Children aged 8-16 years must be accompanied by an adult. No woodwork experience is necessary.
For workshop dates, and how to book your place, see flyers below.

What’s on the horizon for Made in Sharrow in the new year?
We are continuing our work with the Sheffield Dementia Ward, looking into the benefits of woodwork for people with dementia, which
continues to produce some really exciting and positive results.
We also have an exciting project in the pipeline with the wonderful
young people at Highfield Adventure Playground, creating unique
youth club designed and built play equipment. Watch this space.
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Community News

Community Clean-up
On Sunday 17th November residents took to the streets of Sharrow - all rallied by one
of our littlest residents!
Seven year old Edie Allen decided that she had had enough of seeing the litter and
debris strewn about South View Road and surrounding areas and that direct action
had to be taken, so she picked a time, designed a poster, and set about getting
friends, family, and the public involved in helping to clean things up.
The issue of littering locally is one which has come to many people’s attention, and
with projects like Love Our Streets already challenging this anti-social behaviour, it’s
great to see such young people also tackling the problem.
Mum, Sarah Brooksbank said, “As residents of South View Road, it’s a lovely
community and it was brilliant to see people pulling together to help - we’re hoping
to do the litter-pick more regularly, and get more street residents involved“.

December 2019
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Your Local
Family Run
Independent
Opticians.
“Your Vision
Is Our
Priority”

**EXCLUSIVE OFFER** FREE EYE TEST &
15% OFF ALL FRAMES

(QUOTE “SHARROWTODAY” WHEN BOOKING.
ST & Private Eye Tests
 FREE31
NHS
OFFER ENDS
JANUARY)

 FREE Second Pair Of Glasses *T&C’s Apply
 Frames To Suit All Budgets
 Contact Lenses at Affordable Prices
 Large Children’s NHS & Designer Range
 Guaranteed Same Week Appointment
 Park Outside The Practice And We Will Pay For It
 Glasses Dropped Off To You If Required
 Student and Emergency Services Staff Discount

www.eyecoopticians.co.uk

160 LONDON ROAD, SHEFFIELD, S2 4LT
0114 255 0707
Merry Christmas & Happy New Year! From Everyone At Harvey’s

Opticians!
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Lighting Autumn’s Dark Nights the
Sharrow Way!

December 2019

By Sharrow Community Forum in conjunction with Ignite Imaginations

Saturday 2nd November saw the 4th
annual Sharrow Autumn Carnival
come to the local neighbourhood
featuring a lantern-lit parade, and
culminating with food, music, play,
and dancing at Highfield Adventure
Playground.
From 3pm on the day there were
free lantern-making workshops, the
parade then took to the streets of
Sharrow when darkness fell. Once
the parade procession arrived at
the Adventure Playground, there
was free food, fire spinners, a DJ and
fun for all the family – from tiny tots to
grandma and grandpa!

Ignite Imaginations worked with
local primary schools in the lead up
to the event making some amazing
lanterns which lit up the night sky.
Community anchor organisation,
Sharrow
Community
Forum,
also held family lantern-making
workshops during half-term which
were free to all and even included
a free ‘Tea at Adventures’ socialeating meal for participants.

plans for next year already afoot, next
years’ Autumn Carnival looks set to be
even bigger and better.

Sharrow Community Forum’s Youth
and Family Services Manager, Dawn
Jacques said, “We are really excited
about this year’s carnival – the lead
up will be action-packed fun for all
the family, and the event itself gives us
the opportunity to engage with local
residents, young people, and the wider
Project partners, Ignite Imaginations community.”
and Sharrow Community Forum
delivered the carnival to address The Autumn Carnival is supported by
resident’s concerns over anti-social Sheffield City Council, South Yorkshire
behaviour over the bonfire night Police, South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue,
and dark-nights period, and with and local Councillors.

Lantern-making workshops were well attended by families and young people

That time of year thou mayst
in me behold
When yellow leaves, or none,
or few, do hang
Upon those boughs which
shake against the cold,
Bare ruined choirs, where late
the sweet birds sang…
Shakespeare, Sonnet 73
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The procession took in Highfield Adventure Playground, Vincent Road, Sharrow Lane, and South View Road and was led by the Sheffield Samba
Band

The carnival also featured dancers, fire-spinners, and a DJ.
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Community support

Useful Contacts

for local residents and the
whole community
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Made in Sheffield

J.G.GRAVES Part 2
by Caroline Wells

In the last edition of Sharrow
Today I finished the first part of
John George’s story at the end of
the 1890’s when he had moved
into the old Sheffield waterworks
company building, now Lloyd’s
No 1 Bar.

Westville Graves moved from
Crooks Road to ‘Riverdale’,
a large Victorian house with
gardens in Ranmoor, which was
originally built for Charles Henry
Firth in 1822 - although, just before
Graves moved in it was owned by
Mr. Allyne Reynolds, a manager.

Shortly after this move Graves
began advertising his services The business reached its height
in the back pages of London’s and levelled off for 5 years until
Saturday papers as it was cheaper. 1908, when Graves reduced the
number of premises from 21 to 3,
As the new century approached, because of financial problems
John George expanded his in maintaining such a large
business to 10 premises including, organisation. He also moved out
Trippet Lane, Boston Street, of Riverdale, renting it to Arthur
George Street and Broomhall Wedgewood and re-located
Street, with the main office at his family (his daughter Ruth was
Durham Road.
born in 1905) to ‘Abbeyfields’ in
Beauchief for 6 years, returning to
Within a couple of years his Riverdale in 1915.
businesses included cutlery and
electro-plate
manufacturing, On his return J.G. became
printing, cabinet making, drapery, interested in art, and spent a lot
tool manufacturing and of course of time and money at auctions
his original business of watch all over the country buying 1,200
making and jeweller.
pictures in 2 years.
In 1901 Graves started a campaign
against the post office for their
refusal to collect his mail. He sent
staff to Post offices to buy 30,000
individual stamps and hired taxis
to hold up post office vans.

Graves was also re-elected to
the City Council, serving for 23
years. During that time he began
donating money to various causes
in Sheffield, including the building
of Graves Art Gallery and the
Central Library. He also donated
£10,000 towards the cost of buying
Ecclesall Woods and Blacka Moor,
(an area of 448 acres around Fox
House towards Ringinglow)

This campaign caused so much
disruption that many more people
learned about Graves through
the papers and began using his
services. Eventually the Post Office
relented and allowed Graves to Graves gave money towards
send parcels again although the building an outpatient’s departdispute had lasted 2 years.
ment at the Royal Infirmary
Hospital which was situated on
The following year 1902, Graves Infirmary Road (at Upperthorpe)
business was dealing with over one and land at Shiregreen which
million pounds worth of orders per became Concord Park.
year. (£715 million today). Many
of these items were produced by J.G.Graves was passionate about
Graves in one of the 27 premises travelling both locally, (he cycled
he had throughout the city.
from Sheffield to London in 19
hours in 1907) and further afield,
1903 saw the opening of ‘Westville’ including India in 1929 when Lucy,
on Durham Road, opposite the his wife unfortunately died due to
university, as the administrative smallpox.
heart of his business with 1,100
office staff dealing with up to 30,000 After the death of Lucy, J.G.
enquiries a day. Westville was also continued with his donations
used as storage and offices as to Sheffield, including a new
well as providing kitchens and a wing to the Children’s hospital,
dining hall for staff. It was bought an extension to the Mappin
by Sheffield University in 1965 and Art Gallery, and more areas of
subsequently demolished. The parkland.
land is now used as a carpark.
In 1939 Graves bought Forge Dam
1903 also saw Graves close six and presented it to the city. In
of his premises, leaving 21. But the same year he was presented
he opened new departments, with an Honourary Doctorate by
including earthenware and shoes, Sheffield University and he bought
and he still had 3000 staff.
the ‘Grice Collection’ of ivories
The year before he opened which are still on display at the art

gallery which is named after him.

playgrounds. He provided these
spaces for the people of Sheffield
Two years later Graves gave the so they had somewhere to go
British Government £250,000 (£188 away from the smog of the city
million now) towards the war effort, where they could relax.
when the average person was
lucky to earn £200 a year. By 1943 All of this cost a lot of money, and
he had established an institute of was only possible because of the
radiotherapy in Sheffield. This is a success of Graves’ mail order
treatment for cancer using radio business. This was eventually
waves to attack the cancerous sold to Great Universal Stores,
cells.
which was ultimately bought by
By now John George was 78 Sainsbury’s in 2016 for £1.4 billion
and had established the Graves
Charitable Trust in order to John George died on 18th July
continue the works he had started. 1945 although he has never left
He had also changed Sheffield Sheffield as his ashes now lie in
for the better, providing acres of Sheffield Cathedral.
parkland and areas for children’s
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Gig review:
Self Esteem

December 2019

“Self-esteem in droves”
By Caelan Reid, for Forge Press

A brief interlude follows. Lights
bathe the stage in pink. Heavy
synths drone as Self Esteem step
onstage and begin to perform.
Hypnotic, lithe, artsy pop beats
kick in and Sheffield native
Rebecca Taylor dances flanked
by her band and balloons. I’m
entranced and can’t help but grin
as Rebecca jokes with the crowd
between songs - it’s as though
everyone present is smiling, and
despite how indie the act and
venue are, there’s absolutely no
air of pretension. Song after song
The music goes quiet. I’m stood after song you can sense the raw
pint in hand as Nimmo, the power and emotion behind the
London synthpop duo supporting lyrics.
Self Esteem tonight, step on stage.
Their show starts with spoken word Suddenly, the music stops, and
over swilling synths. Energetic, I’m a little taken aback at just
pounding beats mix with synthpop how talented Rebecca and her
as the two dive between backup singers are as the stage
instruments and beautiful vocal bursts into an acapella for ‘She
harmonies. I’m reminded of Years Reigns’, my favourite song of the
and Years and can’t help but evening. A few songs later, we’re
move my feet – it’s clear Nimmo treated to perhaps the most
are criminally underrated.
successful of Rebecca’s singles
yet, the defiant and down-to-

This article first appeared on forgetoday.com

Photo by Chuffmedia

I arrive at the venue not quite sure
what to expect. I’ve never heard
of Self Esteem, nor the support act.
I’d heard of Picture House Social,
but never been – it seemed like one
of those venues that you’re never
quite cool enough to fit in at. Set
in the former Abbeydale Picture
House, I step through the door
to be greeted by a cosy-looking
bar, and after a little confusion as
to where I’m heading, I find the
former ballroom where tonight’s
gig is.

earth ‘In Time’. The atmosphere
is beatific as the crowd belt out
lyrics that anyone who’s had a
rough break up can relate to. I
finally understand just how apt the
project’s name is, as every song
has imparted self-esteem in drov
es.

what is ostensibly the last one.
The balloons are finally explained
when a cake appears. It’s
Rebecca’s 28th birthday tonight,
and the entire room cheerily sings
Happy Birthday to her before
we’re treated to a jubilant encore.
I entered the room not knowing
who Self Esteem are, and I’ve not
A few more songs pass, including stopped listening since.
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Local People

This Much I Know...
By Jean Cromar

I was born in Cambridge and
came to live in Sharrow in February
1976 with my husband and three
children following my remarriage.
Peter had just got a job here and
I had never been to Sheffield
before. All I knew was it was ‘up
north’ and industrial. I was a bit
apprehensive about how I would
adapt to my new surroundings.
I was immediately struck about
how friendly everyone was,
amazed by the frequent and
cheap bus service and the green
environment. We all settled in very
quickly.
One of biggest changes I have
seen is that the population in
Sharrow has become much more
diverse in the last 40 years. I love
how multicultural the area is and
the vitality this brings. I am a great
football fan and decided to
support Sheffield United as soon as
we arrived. Then the club was in
the old first division but soon began
its descent down the leagues. So
another big change has been to
see it return to its rightful position in
the Premiership this year.

to wake up in the morning to the
dawn chorus. We enjoy walking
and the Peak District. It is so
crisp and clear at this time of the
year and the views are fantastic,
especially compared to the
flatness of Cambridge!
Moving to Sheffield was the most
significant moment in my life. I
left school at fifteen with two
O-levels and a string of secretarial
qualifications.
After two years
after here I thought I might like
to do an Open University Course.
Encouraged by my husband I
went on an access course run
by Sheffield University and then
applied to and was accepted
as a mature student there doing
Economic and Social History and
Politics.

I had joined the Labour Party
in 1970 in Cambridge and
became more active at this time
and became a Sheffield City
Councillor for 19 years, 10 of these
representing Sharrow retiring 12
years ago. It was a very busy time
as the community had, and still
has, some of the most deprived
My favourite time of the year areas in Sheffield, with many
is Spring. We live close to the competing
needs
especially
General Cemetery and it’s lovely around housing.

Jean Cromar: former local Labour Councillor and Trustee of Sharrow Community Forum

It was very rewarding when
I was able to help individual
residents with problems they were
experiencing and helping to
improve the area especially with
improvements to Mount Pleasant
Park and being involved with

organizing the first Sharrow Festival
in 1997 through the Sharrow
Community Forum.
I might be biased but I think
Sharrow is the best place to live
and I am so lucky to be part of it.

TSY - Thalassaemia South Yorkshire

By Nighat Basharat 						
Nighat Basharat, founder and
Project Director of TSY, has started
monthly community networking
dinners in the Sharrow/Nether
Edge area with the aim of bringing
communities and professionals
together. Through this she is raising
awareness of a genetic blood
disorder called Thalassaemia.

Nighat Basharat

“This idea came about when
I was talking to people in the
community who shared how they
were not aware of activities and
services available to them and felt
bored. When I suggested a meet
up for dinner, people expressed
an interest in it”.
Nighat chose Amigo’s for her
first venue because of its good
reputation. The dinner was well
attended and people gave her
positive feedback so she was
encouraged to organize more not too much for people to pay.
The dinners are interactive and on
events like this.
one occasion we raised money
Now the community networking for charity – for a work supporting
dinners are happening each orphan children in Pakistan. The
month at a different restaurant attendees have the opportunity
in the area each time – “so that to take part in a raffle draw and
we taste different ethnic foods all money raised goes towards
and help our local businesses with TSY causes – supporting families
whatever little support we can, by affected by thalassaemia and
encouraging people to come out creating further awareness”.
and eat together”.
“Many different people from
“I try and negotiate with each diverse
backgrounds
and
restaurant, with the help of some professions attend the networking
key people in the community dinners and each person has the
who are regular attendees, to opportunity to share anything they
keep the cost at £10 so that it is feel may benefit the community

whether it is a skill, knowledge, or
information about their services.
We’ve had beauticians, tutors,
doctors, nurses, a pharmacist,
youth workers, and the general
public attend our Community
Networking Dinners and it has
created a family atmosphere
where people come and have
a laugh and just enjoy sharing
information and discussing local
issues”.
If anyone is interested in attending
future dinners or would like to
support in any way then please
do contact Nighat Basharat on
07988033534.
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Britishness – a film commissioned by FURD

Eelyn Lee and a group of young writers from Sheffield go on a quest to find out the meaning of Britishness.
This 57 minute film explores issues
of identity, race and belonging
through
poetry,
interviews,
spoken-word performances and
discussions.

I say ‘question’ as if it was a
matter of just the one. There were
hundreds; each of us arrived
with our own understanding of
‘Britishness’ - how we were going
to narrow down our collective
Britishness was commissioned ideas to define it was going to be
by FURD (Football Unites, Racism a long process. Personally, I didn’t
Divides), a youth and social know where to begin”.
inclusion project and charity
“At our round table talk with
based in Sharrow.
Magid, still Lord Mayor of Sheffield
A group from Hive South Yorkshire at the time, we noted how
young writers’ group worked on diverse people’s understanding
the film, which includes interviews of ‘identity’ is, and whether that
with the former Lord Mayor of included ‘Britishness’ or not”... “it
Sheffield, Magid Magid, Sharrow- seems to crop up no matter what
born Manchester City and England aspect of identity we are exploring,
footballer Kyle Walker, Sheffield’s and I think this is why it’s such a
Poet Laureate Otis Mensah, and complex subject that cannot be
writer Desiree Reynolds, along summed up by the ticking of a
with a range of other local people box. Identity, nationality, the ‘who
and community organisations.
am I’ question, that never seems
to be answered in life, simply can’t
The film raises many issues for
be answered with a yes or no”.
debate and will be a great tool for
facilitating discussions and work “There
needs
to
be
an
in schools and other educational acknowledgment of the past,
settings.
whether that’s in our mistakes or
our successes, the history that
Young poet, Shannon Johnson, has led us to the multicultural,
one of the writers who worked diverse society that we are
on the film, has written an article fortunate enough to live in, and
about her experiences called an ability to see a world beyond
“Defining Britishness - So what the stereotypes crafted by
does it mean to be British?” Here is generations before us – the latter,
some of what she wrote:
being something I explored in the
“A small group of us from the Hive poem I wrote for the project”.
network ... were commissioned to “Surely, by living here and now, we
write poems for the project. We set the stereotypes for generations
met with Eelyn, cameraman and to come. I can only hope for, and
creative tech whizz, Dan Bernard play my own part in a world in
and author, Desiree Reynolds which ‘Britain’ means diversity,
to write and film our initial equality and love, because we
thoughts when posed with the are not defined by ‘British’.”
overwhelming question of what it
“British is defined by us”.
means to be British.

Details of opportunities to see the film and how to access it to
use with groups will be available soon from Football Unites
Racism Divides.
FURD
Website
www.furd.org
		
Facebook Football Unites Racism Divides
		
Twitter
@FURDday
		
U-Mix Centre, 17 Asline Road, Sheffield S2 4UJ

Established
in
1995,
FURD
works locally, nationally and
internationally to combat racism
and
increase
understanding
between different communities.

Their working model has been
community-focused,
bringing
change on the ground. They have
constantly been developing ideas,
tackling racism at grassroots, and
educating young people and the
They strive to redress societal wider community about racism.
imbalances; many of which are
linked to factors such as ethnicity, FURD aims to offer a holistic
culture, religion and poverty.
approach
to
community
development that is focused
FURD believes that sport, music on building more connected
and the arts have the potential to communities enabling individuals
bring people together and add and communities to shape their
social value to society.
own destiny.

Photos from Shannon Johnson’s article.
Shannon is currently attending Rotherham Young Writers
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Doing it for the Girls!
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By Brendan Warburton

Head coach Brendan Warburton
was really pleased with how she
boxed and said:
“Ella is improving all the time and
it was an exciting performance
from her. She was so much in the
The club invited a team over from zone that when the bout was
Belfast Met University to compete stopped she didn’t even realise
against them ... and it ended up she’d won!”
being one of Sheffield City’s most
Ella, who is a sixth form student
successful shows to date.
at All Saints Catholic High School
The team were victorious in will now target the National Youth
eight of their ten bouts with the Championships in January next
performance of the night coming year.
from 16 year old female Ella Arno.
It was only Ella’s second It’s not the only good news for the
competitive
bout
but
she club as Sheffield University student
impressed everyone so much she Jade Pearce has been selected to
was awarded ‘boxer of the night’. box for England in the upcoming
GB Boxing Championships. These
Her opponent, Hollie Weir, from will be held on December 5th at
Belfast came out and made a the English Institute for Sport.
fast start by taking the bout to
Ella. Some good combination Jade has been selected to box
punching from both girls made it for England against an opponent
from the Great Britain squad. If
a close round.
any boxer gets to win against a
In the second round it was Ella Great Britain representative they
who made the faster start and will get a trial - with the chance
started to take control, forcing to become a funded athlete with
her opponent on the back foot. GB Boxing.
The finish came towards the end
of the round with her opponent The club has seen an increase of
on the ropes. Ella put together a females training at the gym and
variety of shots on the target when have recently added a second
the referee jumped in to stop the female only session to their weekly
timetable.
contest.
Sheffield City Boxing Club - based
at the Old Junior School in Sharrow
- recently held its first boxing show
of the season at the Sheffield
Works Sports and Social Club.

Fully Trained at Highfield Adventures
By Patrick Meleady 						

Pitsmoor Adventure Playground,
Highfields Adventure Playground,
Sycamore Adventure Playgrounds
and their partner Adventure
Playground the Old Quarry in
Knottingly are leading the way in
regard to Playground Safety.

when, how and what they play
with. It means they have a sense
of ownership which enables
them to make choices, develop
friendships, learn, develop, take
challenges, solve problems and
have fun.

Adventure playgrounds provide
an opportunity for stimulating,
open access and inclusive play.
They offer accessible play spaces
within an urban environment,
where
children
can
freely
choose their play in a setting
which supports their interests and
requirements.

A specially customised suite of
training on promoting health
and safety on the Sheffield
and
Knottingley
Adventure
Playgrounds has been devised
and delivered by the Children’s
Play Advisory Service, who are Adventure Playground staff attending the training course
leading experts in the field
level of risk.
safe and health promoting open
I am grateful to PitsmoorAdventure access play opportunities. We
Rob Wheway of the Children’s Playground for arranging the strive to provide children with
Play Advisory Service says:
day and for involving Highfield safe risks and challenges whilst
Knottingley
Adventure mitigating against any harm
“It is great to see adventure and
Playgrounds.”
coming to them. Having this
playgrounds getting together to
specially devised course, enables
ensure good health and safety
Patrick
Meleady,
Play
us to reflect on our practices and
practice.
Development
Officer
of
Highfields
to learn new things, so that we can
The training course we have
Adventure
Playground,
says:
all keep striving to provide the very
devised
and
customised
is
very practical and will assist “Here in the Sheffield Adventure best play opportunities possible to
children and young people in our
the playgrounds to continue Playground
movement
we
having exciting and challenging prioritise giving children chances areas and the whole of Sheffield
opportunities at an acceptable to attend high quality, stimulating, and Knottingley too.”

Supported by qualified and
trained staff, providing children
and young people using the
playgrounds with equal access to
all activities, Sheffield’s Adventure
Playgrounds are long established,
child led and child-centred.
This means play is personally
directed by the children and
young people so they choose
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Local Artist:

Liz von Greavenitz

Lizzie Keeping Busy
In her own words

How did you get into art? Making art has
always given me an outlet, enabling me
to express myself visually when I’ve not
found it easy to speak my feelings in words.
I remember my Grandma’s kitchen as a
child. I watched and helped her as she
darned holes in socks, made me dresses,
reupholstered old chairs and fiddled about
with her forever-breaking knitting machine. I
learned at a young age that I had an interest
in creating things. I would make watchstraps
out of remnant fabrics or sit for hours drawing
and painting.
What would you say is the main focus of your
art? My work takes on many forms. I work
with my hands – from the seed of an idea
through to the finished piece. This is always
an exciting journey! I love to understand the
materials I work with - how to use techniques
and manipulate materials in different ways
to create a multi media range of art forms.
I feel that my work should connect to its
audience through interaction, even if what I
make speaks to only one person.
What is the aim of your art? This depends
on the project. Tales From The Other Side,
a light and interactive shadow installation,
is inspired by the spirit of nature and all the
magical creatures that dwell in its shadows.
I aim to give participants the freedom
of childhood - the joy of playfulness is
encouraged and nurtured as the audience
become the art themselves. It has been
special to see the smiles on every persons
face, young and old, and to hear their giggles
when they become part of the installation.
How do your other interests affect your
art? Growing up in Sheffield, especially in
Sharrow, I frequented nights at The Palais,
Music Factory, The Everyone Centre, as well
as many other dancing spots. House, Techno
and Reggae Dub nights were part of my life.
For me music is a language that connects us
all.
How would you describe your relationship to
Sharrow? I’ve lived in Sharrow 28 years. I lived
here with my Mum who still lives locally and
have raised my son in these streets. Sharrow
is what I know and my environment has been
a huge influence on the art I have made.
Sometimes I want to escape but when I do I
see what a special community we have and
I am thankful for what living here has taught
me.
What are your plans for the future? I’m
looking to collaborate with musicians and
other creative people - to experiment
with incorporating my work into different
practices. So, if anyone is interested in my
work and the possibilities of collaboration I
would love to hear from them.
I am also looking for funding to paint a mural
in Sharrow and to teach workshops alongside
the project idea.
For more information about Liz’s work go to:
www.lizvongraevenitz.co.uk/
Instagram: decor_don
or email: lizvongraevenitz@gmail.com
Contact her to book a studio viewing or commission

I use vintage music
scores, dating back to
the 1930’s, in my handcut paper works, leaving
all the fingerprints,
mistakes, imperfections
and practice notes on
the paper - all traces
of human touch in times
gone by. I think of what
was happening then, who
the person was playing
the music, and wonder
what their story was,
bringing these ideas
into my present work to
continue in another life.
Liz has the following
items avaiable to buy,
contact her for details:
Screen printed T-shirts,
gift cards, A3 prints,
original paintings and
mixed media works.
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